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People at Lafayette form groups, and

I do feel left out of most things, even in my

I wear my bindi [colored dot worn at the

tend to stick to people that they know. It

social life. If you look at our school, there

center of the forehead] to school every day,

is hard to form friendships and be a part

is such a small percentage of people of

The bindi in the Hindu religion is somewhat

of the school when they seem to avoid

color. I feel safe at school, but I do not feel

like a third eye. There is a God named

me. I hope that is not the case, but when

completely equal. I just feel like I do not

Shiva and He is very special in the Hindu

For generations, the expression of power and beauty
through specific hairstyles has been a signature of black culture

people look at me, they think I don’t know

belong. Most of my friends can hang out

religion and it is important for me to wear

English or they make assumptions which

together on the weekends, participate in

it for Him. I am proud of it, and I do not

“There are a lot of hair styles which are unique to black culture. Certain
hair styles include cornrows, Bantu Knots, which is a South African hair
style, and Afros. My hair means a lot to me. It connects me to my roots.
Sometimes I get really frustrated and I want to chop it off, but then I
realize nobody else around this school has the same texture and makeup
as my hair. It could be a different pattern in the front than in the back—it
is truly unique. People sometimes touch my hair without asking, and,
honestly, it is invasive. I would prefer for people to just ask. When I was
younger, I hated my hair, and all I wanted to do was change it, but the
more I matured, the more I grew prideful of my black hair. And, after all, a
big part of being black is the hair.”

are completely incorrect. When I walk into

after-school activities and completely be

find it embarrassing, but there was this

one of my classes, I usually realize that

a part of the school and its spirit because

one time where this group of guys told me

I am one of the few people of color. It is

they all live so close together, while I live so

that my bindi was really cool. I believed

sad because I try to show my classmates

far away. Being a person from the city, I feel

them and thought they were genuinely

that I speak perfect English and I am one

like I am missing a part of my high school

interested in my religion, so when they

of them. I usually end up quiet because I

career because of how far away my friends

asked for some bindis, I gave it to them.

feel the silent judgement. Something which

and I are. I felt weird and out of place

They ended up wearing it and making fun

I cannot tolerate is when people are not

until more individuals like myself started

of my culture. I care so much about my

open-minded about my hijab and ask me

to reach out. This is a huge problem in

culture. I follow traditions and participate

if I have hair under my head scarf. When I

city culture. We all have a hard time fitting

in singing and dancing, but they made me

wear my hijab, I am defending my religion

in until we find people we relate to. I am

feel uncomfortable and out of place.”

and culture. I am proud to be a Muslim

slowly starting to find myself now and I am

woman. Islamophobia is a thing and

proud of it.”

everyone is scared to talk about it, but I will
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always try my best to answer questions,
even if they are rude, and educate people
who are curious about my culture and want
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to educate themselves.”
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Girls of color discuss
personal struggles, triumphs
in finding themselves
in a West County school
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